Amalia Wealth Guide
To
Retirement Planning

Introduction
For most of us, having the standard of living we want in retirement will depend on making our
finances work for us as effectively as possible. In this guide we look at some of the main
financial questions you need to consider in planning for your retirement. You may need to take
professional advice to identify what the best choices are for you. We also explain how to find
the right kind of advisor for your needs.
Most people need less income in retirement – around two-thirds of your pre-retirement income
is a good rule of thumb. It is a good exercise to estimate your likely sources of income and
compare them to your expectations. Doing this as soon as possible will give you the best
opportunity of taking action if required.
If your situation is complex, do not be afraid to get help; you can normally get information
about your entitlement to state pensions from the local department of social security. If you
have occupational pensions, your HR Department or scheme administrators can usually provide
further information. To consolidate this information in the context of your own finances you
may find it useful to consult an independent financial planner.
The information in this guide is generic; different arrangements for taxation, regulation and
legislation may apply in different countries.

State Pensions
Most EU residents will gain the right to receive some state pension benefits after 10-15 years of
paying social security.
Eligibility is normally based on the number of years that you pay social security, and full benefits
may require as many as 35-40 years of contributions. In some countries benefits may also be
linked to earnings. It can complicate matters if you build up entitlement in different countries,
but there are reciprocal arrangements to ensure that your combined entitlement can be taken
into account when finally making payments.
In recent years the age at which you may receive benefits has increased in many countries, and
it is likely to continue in line with increased life expectancy and diminishing state resources.

It is widely reported that the long term future of
the state pension is unsustainable in its current
form – placing increased importance on planning
personal finances to ensure your well being in
retirement.
Not everybody has a career which is sustainable
until the state retirement age (usually 65-68) and
particular attention should be paid to ensuring
that you can afford to bridge any gap arising from
early retirement from your job. A good financial
planner can usually help you estimate shortfalls in
your finances, and calculate what would be
required to bridge the gap.

Occupational Pensions
If you have a pension from your employer
(occupational pension) the first step is to check
your entitlement. Ask the scheme manager for an
up-to-date forecast if you have not already got one.
The benefits from these schemes vary widely with some being little more than a token gesture,
so it is very important to understand your rights clearly.
Once you leave a company, you will often continue to be eligible for the benefits that you
acquired – therefore you must ensure that you stay in contact with the pension scheme
administrators – particularly if you change address. Each year, many millions of Euros go
unclaimed in occupational schemes because the member cannot be traced – it is your
responsibility to make sure that you keep your ex-employers informed of your whereabouts!

Personal Pensions
In most countries a range of products exist to help you save specifically for your retirement.
Such pension products usually have a number of common features; they attract tax benefits,
they contractually hold your investment until retirement, and they are not portable between
countries.

For some, pensions are the most efficient product to use – but particular care should be
exercised by international investors – the short term tax advantages may be overshadowed by
the long term costs and obligations of tying your money to one country.
As with occupational pensions, it is very important to keep in contact with any pension
providers that you may have benefits with – they will normally send you annual statements
which will help you understand your overall retirement planning position.
For various reasons, it is common to end up with several personal pensions. It is worth
checking the costs and conditions of each – it may be more efficient to consolidate them into
one plan.
If you have severed ties with the country holding your pension product, it may also be possible
to release it – but always obtain professional advice to ensure that you are aware of any
penalties and tax implications that may effect you, as well as any costs relevant to the new
product. Releasing your pension could allow you greater investment choices, better inheritance
benefits, and more options about how and when you take your benefits.

Tax
Even if your income reduces when you retire, you may find that you have more to do with your
tax than before. For people who may end up with incomes in different countries, the
administration of this may be complex – it is a good idea to consider this issue well in advance,
it may require you to make changes in the way you hold and manage your money. If making
new investments, ensure that you think carefully about your future tax position as well as your
present one – you should use products which are likely to be compatible with both.
If you are concerned about Inheritance Tax, do not take any action to try to reduce your estate's
future liability without first taking advice from a solicitor or financial advisor with specialist
knowledge of the subject.

Taking Stock of Your Situation
We have looked at some of the issues you need to consider to make the best of your financial
situation after you retire. You may need to speak to a financial advisor about your options.
Before you do, however, it is a good idea to be clear about what your position is and what you

want to achieve. Make a list of all your assets
and liabilities. Your assets might include your
house, savings and investments and anything
else you own that has a value. Liabilities are
your mortgage and any other debts. It is
usually a good idea to reduce any debt you
already have and to avoid incurring any more.
There may be other large one-off expenses that
you know are going to arise in the future. Work
out what your weekly and monthly outgoings
are likely to be once you have retired.
Also take into account of any expenses that only
crop up once or twice a year, such as insurance
or buying presents. Remember to include items
such as entertainment and travel as well as the
basics like housing costs and utility bills.

Choosing a Financial Advisor
The advisor you choose should both be authorised to provide advice on the type of product
that you require and have regular recent experience of doing so.
Consider what you want from your discussions: do you want a particular product or do you
want advice on your wider financial situation? If considering an advisor, ask how independent
they are and what links they have to providers of financial products.
If you are speaking to an advisor at your bank, or one employed by an insurance company, you
should be aware that their advice is limited to a small number of products, and they are not
obliged to inform you about how competitive their products are.
Always check that your advisor is qualified and authorised – if they are not, you are not
protected.

Paying for Financial Advice
There are different ways that you might be charged for financial advice.
If you pay by fee you will pay for the advice whether or not you buy a product. Normally you
will then receive discounts on products, or rebates of some of the charges.
If you pay by commission you do not pay anything for the advice up front, but if you buy a
product the advisor will receive part of the costs of that product, either in a lump sum or over
the time for which you hold the investment.
Ask your advisor how you will be charged and what the typical cost is.

Buying Without Advice
It is possible to buy some financial products without receiving any advice. You should only do
this if you are confident you know about what you need and what is available. If the product
turns out to be unsuitable, you will have less cause for complaint than if advice had been
provided. International clients should be particularly cautious about buying investments
without full knowledge of the legal and taxation consequences which could effect them if the
product is taken to other countries.

